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Below is a nice Viaduct that was at the Bill Provencher show in CT. The
Stromberg Carlson Roman shaft stick and the pot belly above were at the same show....
all good reasons to attend national and regional shows.
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Time to Renew!
Your renewal card is
with this newsletter. Regardless of what part of the world
a member lives, all pay the
same $35 to belong to ATCA.
The Board has also approved
a youth membership of $10 for
anyone under the age of 18. A
spousal membership remains
at $10.
You can be a huge
help to Cindy by sending in
your renewal early.
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The above is a photo of a very unusual magneto that recently sold on Ebay.
Much discussion on the listserv did not end with a definitive answer as to its use. If you
know the purpose or what it was used for, please contact John Huckeby at j.huckeby@
insightbb.com and the information will be passed on to the membership and to the new
owner.
This
rare Pay Station
sign was spotted in an antique
mall in Indiana.
At one time
Mike Brunner
owned the only
Orange County
Pay Station sign
known.
A sign
collector in the
club will be
checking this
one out and
we will let you
know if it is a
real one.
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Spring Show 2008
Indianapolis Marriott
Indianapolis, IN
May 2: Reception, 6 PM
May 3: Show opens, 8 AM
May 4: Show closes, 11:59 AM

The set-up room is conected
to both the Marriott and to the La
Quinta Inn. To reserve a room at the
La Quinta Inn ($79) call 317-3591021 (rooms are actually closer to
the set-up room than those in the
Marriott.)
For Marriott rooms, $99, call 317352-1231. The Marriott owns the La
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Bill Provencher’s show in photo review

Deveau Rope Shaft

Jim Barr and his fine Stromberg Carlson Roman column stick

Alan Rockerfeller and Roy Basci
John Crist brought lots of wood

Lisa Siefert, daughter of former long time
member Art Siefert
Jon Katz and his wife
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Mike’s Vintage Payphone

by Mike Davis

N

ovember’s feature is a Gray 34-A11. This is a handset
paystation that is automatic and post pay. The phone
consists of a steel upper, back, and lower housing.
The lower is marked “Gray Manufacturing Company, Hartford
Conn U.S.A.” The coin gauge is the stamped stainless steel
type, the coin chutes are lead. The chute is set up to make 5
cent calls. There is a signal transmitter mounted on the bracket
that holds the bell and cathedral gong. This is necessary on all
handset phones since you don’t have the transmitter mounted
on the front of the phone to pick up the coin signals. The coin
relay is of the earlier type with the flat magnet. There are several
sets of contacts on this relay. On the backboard you have a long
wood terminal strip that also has fingers extending to the right
that contact the upper housing. Also mounted to the backboard
is the early type handset hook and the cradle contacts. There
is also a wiring diagram for the phone attached to it. Notice
on the front of the upper housing the Gray metal dial shroud
with porcelain daisy face set up for an AE dial. The handset
is also an AE spit-cup type. The phone is mounted on a 139A
bracket. One other thing I want to point out is the open coin
box in this phone, I don’t think these were seen much within
the Bell System but they were pretty common among phones
owned by independent companies.
Please note, if you have any spare coin relays similar to
this one or 139A bracket I can always use them!
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Many “rare” payphones have been showing
up on ebay. If you are interested in buying one of the
“rare” payphones, you might be wise to first contact
Mike Davis, Jim Engle, or one of the other club experts
to make sure you are getting the real thing.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Lexington Show
Finances
Income
Registration fees:
Table fees:
Engle Donation:
Auction proceeds:

$1475
$2712
$2000
$490

Mike Davis #2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756
(516) 735-9765
email mvtel@verizon.net
web site www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
Wanted
Unusual payphones! Gray paystations, payphones
and parts. Gray 750 paystation, 50A paystation.
Early Western Electric payphones and parts.
Parts
or
whole WE 1234 touch tone 3 slot payphones.
WE #1 Dial.
Vault lock for a Gray shield coin
collector.
Wanted the payphone coin box pictured
will take them with or without the lid.

Edward E. Sellberg #2832
2918 Neals Lane
Vancouver, WA 98661
Wanted
With no damage princess telephones, dial or touchtone
also #2500 Stromberg Carlson Touchtone Pads. Please
let me know what you have for sale. Thank you.

Expenses
Refund to “no-show” $75
Advertising:
$1259
Supplies:
$63.78
Hotel:
$3843

David martin #278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
For sale
Western Electric 1970’s electronic ringers, interior,
with an Ivory plastic cover with a gold Bell emblem,
#s1A, with a switch labeled low, off, loud $20 each
Western Electric oak type 300F magneto ringer
box, with a red 5 bar 2 bolt magneto. Embossing reads
Western Electric Company Chicago New York Chicago,
on the door. Embossing on the left side lists many patent
dates in the USA, the bells ring, with a key latch. $50
Same box without embossing and key latch $40 each
W.E. 5 bar 4 bolt working magneto ringer boxes
$35 each or mags separate $25
W.E. 3 bar 2 bolt
magneto ringer boxes $30 each or mags separate $20
SC oval bottom plates with snap rings for 1197 or
1191 non dial or dial bakelite desk cradle phones $10
each or 5 for $30.

Profit to ATCA
$1435.60

Thank you Jim and Cathy
Engle for hosting an outstanding show.

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL

PHONE SHOW
The annual Maitland Florida
Winter Show will be
Saturday, January 19, 2008
641 S. Maitland Ave
Maitland, FL
8 am - 4 pm (setup 7 am)
Buyer only registration $5
1st table w/registration $26
additional tables $20
Send to fees to: Paul Mikula
650 Chapman Ct.
Oviedo, FL 32765

other manufacturers such as Stromberg-Carlson oval
base, Leich, Connecticut, Kellogg Masterphone and
Redbar,
as well as interesting vintage COLORED
foreign telephones. Vintage COLORED cradlephone
literature such as catalogs, color charts, samples, etc...
COLORED dial blanks for vintage Automatic
Electric Monophones such as type 40, 50, etc...
Matte gold-plated trim in good condition for vintage
AE Monophones.
Also always looking for unusual
acoustic “string” telephones, particularly those with
magneto-signalling and/or speaking/listening tubes.
Also seeking primitive, homemade, acoustic telephones,
the stranger the better.
Wanted to buy acoustic
telephone literature such as catalogs, flyers, instructions,
etc... Thanks!

Jon Kolger #561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
(817)-329-5262
jkolger@gte.net
WANTED
Western Electric PEKIN RED dial blank in good
condition, for WE 302. As always, seeking quality
vintage COLORED telephones from all manufacturers,
particularly Automatic Electric Monophones, round
or square base, desk or wall sets.
COLORED
Western Electric 302 variants, such as those with the
two-line switch on the left front corner.
I am in
desperate need of a blue 302 with blue plungers, dated
1941 or earlier, to complete a set.
Always buying
NEW OLD STOCK Western Electric COLORED
cloth coiled cords still on their wooden dowels.
Still seeking a BLUE North Electric desk set, or
any COLORED North Electric wall set. Dark Blue
Stromberg-Carlson 1543 as pictured on page 58 of
Dooner’s blue book.COLORED cradlephones from

chris mattingly
PO Box 2263
Florissant, MO 63032
314-921-6877 when tone starts, enter 31
available
Automatic Electric SXS, 1200 lines total, Leich C.O.
Crosspoint switch, 100 line cabinets, 200 lines total.
North Electric NX2A Crossbar, Stromberg-Carlson
XY 800 lines total. AE & Leich available now, XY &
NX2A next year as they are unearthed from the storage
locker. AE 1985 PBX
Jim Engle
231 Military Parkway
Ft. Thomas, KY 41075
859-441-2221
Wanted
Strowger,Gray payphones or parts, early W/E single
slot payphones or parts 1A1,1A2,1E,1E1 3-slot panel
phones.
Trade Dial W/E stick 2AB dial, W/E vanity I have 2 need to trade one.
Nice A/E metal wall
phone with 34 type handset.
Desk phones common
A/E 40,302,202 and so on. Williams parts. Old W/E
payphone parts. 7J, Wood phones.
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